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QUESTION 1

A developer needs to retrieve data from an external system that stores policy data. The external system supports REST
APIs to access and update the policies. Due to the volume of the policy data and peak hours of business, calls to the 

REST APIs sometimes take longer than expected to respond. 

The developer creates an Integration Procedure to retrieve the policy data for use in an OmniScript. 

Given the external system\\'s known performance issues, which two configurations should be used to implement the call
to the external system? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Set the Timeout property on the HTTP Action in the Integration Procedure 

B. Check the Chainable checkbox on the Integration Procedure Action in the OmniScript 

C. Configure a Remote action with timeout settings of 120000 

D. Check the Chain On Step checkbox on the HTTP Action in the Integration Procedure 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer needs to create . DataRaptor to retrieve the name of an account for a contact. 

Following best practices, how should a developer configure the extraction steps? 

A. Define an extraction step for the Contact object and set the Extract JSON Path to Contact Account.Name 

B. Define extraction steps for the Contact and the Account objects, and set the Extract JSON Path to Contact
Account.Name 

C. Define extraction steps for the Contact and the Account objects, and set the Extract 3SON Path to Account.Name 

D. Define an extraction step for the Account object, and set the Extract JSON Path to AccountContact.Name 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which calculation procedure version in the list would execute on 2/15/2020 at 12:00 PM? 



A. Version Number 1 

B. Version Number 4 

C. Version Number 2 

D. Version Number 3 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit below. A developer has configured an integration Procedure element with Additional input. 

Alternatively, how could the developer configure SEND/RESPONSE TRNSFORMATION to send exactly the same
data? Assume the developer has un-checked Send Only Additional input. 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer creates a Flexcard that displays a contact\\'s mailing address and passes the contact\\'s postal code to a
child FlexCard. When configuration text elements in the child FlexCard, what syntax should a developer use to refer to



the contact\\'s postal code? 

A. {Postalcode} 

B. {Parent.postalcode} 

C. {Records.postalcode} 

D. {Params.postalcode} 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A developer needs to build a multi-step intake form. Each step must allow the user to cancel the intake at any time. The
developer is using an LWC OmniScript to build the form. How should the developer implement the cancel functionality
for all steps using the LWC OmniScript Designer? 

A. Check the Enable Cancel checkbox in the Setup tab under Cancel Options. 

B. Add a navigation Action inside each step and set the Component name to `\\'Cancel\\'\\', 

C. Add a navigation Action outside each step and set the Element Name to `\\'Cancel\\'\\', 

D. Add a navigation Action inside each step and set the Element Name to `\\'Cancel\\'\\', 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A developer builds a new OmniScript. It contains a Set Values element with a ContextId key/value pair that was used
during testing. 

What should the developer do before moving the OmniScript to a production org? 

A. Update the ContextId value to specify an id from the Production org. 

B. Add a Show/Hide condition on the Set Values element. 

C. Delete or Deactivate the Set Values element. 

D. Deactivate the contextId key/value pair 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A healthcare company wants to enable its subscribers to add, edit, or delete dependents related to their policy
Community portal. The developer on the project decides to use an MniScript. 

How should the developer configure the OmniScript to provide this functionality? 



A. Use an Edit Block element configured with Remote Actions. 

B. Use an Edit Block element configured with SOQL statements. 

C. Use an Input Block element and a DataRaptor Post Action element. 

D. Use a Text Block element and a Remote Action element. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A developer needs to transform contact data into a JSON array. 

Given the input JSON shown above, what are two ways a developer could configure a DATARaptor transform to
achieve the expected Output JSON? Choose 2 answers 

A. Use a formula LIST(Contact), and add the output of the formula as the input in the Transform tab. 

B. Set the Input JSON path as List(Contact) and the OutputJSON Path as Contact. 

C. Set the Input JSON Path as Contact the out JSON Path as contact and output Data type as List. 



D. Set the input JSON Path as Contact and the OutPut JSON Path as List (Contact) 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

A developer needs to configure a DataRaptor to retrieve data from a single object. The structure of the output data does
not need to be changed. 

Following best practices, which type of DataRaptor should the developer use? 

A. DataRaptor Transform 

B. DataRaptor Extract 

C. DataRaptor Load 

D. DataRaptor Turbo Extract 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

An OmniScript displays data from an API using Integration Procedure, but some of the data is missing. Which two
configuration errors could cause this? Choose 2 answers 

A. The element name for the missing data does not match the JSON node key in the Integration Procedure Response. 

B. The Integration Procedure Preview Input Parameters do not match the JSON sent from the OmniScript. 

C. The JSOW sent from the Integration Procedure Action does not match any of the Original Input for the Integration
Procedure 

D. The missing data is trimmed in the Integration Procedure Action Response JSON Path. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 12

A developer is configuring an integration Procedure Action in an OmniScript. The Omniscript needs a JSON response
from the Integration Procedure but does not need to wait for the response for the user to proceed. 

Which feature should the developer enable? 

A. Toast Completion 

B. Use Future 

C. Invoke Mode Fire and Forget 

D. Invoke Mode Non-Blocking 



Correct Answer: D 
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